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Fixed assets represent assets that are neither readily
convertible into cash nor into cash nor intended for resale. Fixed
assets add value and utility to the input factors.

"Insufficient

plant or facilities of the wrong type hamper the operations l!lld
lower the returns, and e:ccessive investment in unused or over
expensive facilities raduces the rate of return made from the really
(l)
productive assets."
As a large part of available fund becomes
lacked up in fixed assets for a long time, it tends to inflate the
opportunity cost of capital.

Recovery of fund locked up in fixed

asset through depreciation or amortisation provides a measure to
control the opportunity cost.

The amount to be locked up in fixed

assets by a firm is determined by the nature of industry, its rated
capacity, degree of mechanisation and modernisation.

llowever no

uniform proportion can be observed between different firms of the
same industry 1dth similar scale of production.

Firms with rela..'

tively long lived fixed assets of a highly specialised cha;-acter
and of a value of only for specific purpose at particular location
seldom bear a very higi1 risk of convertibility and technological
changes.
Allocation of funds to fixed assets is a long.;term
one and, therefore, involves the risk of
bility.

ins~lvency

and converti-

To impr·ove the productive capacity, addition to fixed

assets fraa funds of current zone needs replenishment fr(ll!l external
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sources as it impairs liquidity of current zone itself and,' thereby,
equally reacts upon the created addit1oneJ. capacity that becomes
unproductive.

Hence, regulation and control of funds, both current

and long-term, is necessary and this should be based on the produc-

tive capacit7 and the activity level.
In :rera1 tea fixed assets include land, cultivation and

Building, Plant and machinery, Fllrniture and fixtures 1 equipments,
motor vehicle and cycle, fencing, roads and bridges, bullock and
carts,gun etc.

As detailed ini'ol'lllation about the use, size, capacity

of individual. asset is not disclosed in financial statement, whether
such locked up funds in assets are optimally used or not cannot be
•

assertained.

Our analysis has been subject to this constraint.
:£o make the analysis meaningful we have classified the

sundry fixed assets into major three groups -' Land, Cultivation and
Inilding (LCB), Plant and Machinery (PM) and Other Assets (ORS). :£he
Land, Cultivation and Building (LCB) have been enjoined together
because of non-availability of classified figures.

'lo measure the

density of investment in fixed assets their proportionate share in
gross block (GB), net assets and total investment has been worked
out (:£able - III.l).
The dominance of investment in Land, Cultivation and
Building (LCB) (.5413 of Gross Block) provides a clear indication
of a tea being a labour-intensive industry.

Measured also in tel'llls

of Gross Block, or Net Assets or Total Investment the density of tb.e
components of fixed assets provides a clear indication to this
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~tfect.

The fore most indicator, tne wage bill, provides tnat per

rupee of cost of goods sold the average wage bill is Re. 0.5274.
TABLE - III, l

!nte,nsity o! tile Components of t1.1!!!d 4ssets
(Mean percentage)
Totsl invest-'
ment (TL)

Components

LCB

0,3396

Net

Assets

Gross .Ell.ock

0.3765

Oo54l.3

"''Nw.90

0,8760

0,3297

081

0,0729

0.0809

0,1290

Totsl

0,4915

0.5334

1.0000

v. -./ .""'-I'
'

To assess the rationality of fund slloc at ion to
fixed zone the linkage of fixed assets with_ other financial
variables is required to be examined,

Few important ratios,

out of a host of others, have been worked out and placed below
(Table-'III,2).

(Please see next page)
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TABLE-: Ille2

FillED
Year

•l-974

I.

FATA

,ASS§Tl!

I

CGSNB

uu.u

J

NBliW

'l

NOFNB
I

: 'i

'

Oo4198

1.6367

1,2388

0,2151

1975

0.4053

lo6543

1,0703

0.2328

1976

0.3974

1.7391

1,2368

o.2727

1977

0,3907

2.0457

1,2325

Oo2717

1978

0,3800

2.1.667

1,9635

(.;.) 0.1012**

1979

0,3793

1.8307

2.6227

(-')

1980

0.3473

2,4104

5.6689

(-) 0.2875**

1981

0,4093

2,6590

Mean

Oo4141

2,0224

~··

(-') 6,5060* (-) 0.2640**
1.0659

0,0271

*NW is negative.
**NOF is negative as NP) depreciation of
NP is negative.

(2)

It is customary as well as a legal.;.binding

to dis-·

play distinctly the :t:ixed zone and current zone of assets in finan-'
cial statement of corporate bodies.

The relative size of fixed

assets and current assets depends upon the working nature of a
concern -' manufacturing or trading.

In manui'acturing concern the

fixed assets are invariablY of larger size than current assets but
tea is an exceptioa to this because of syncronised functioning of
agro and manufacturing activities where the former tends to be of
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prime importance because of being the only source of the only and
single basic input necessary for manufacturing function,
The conversion of current funds into fixed block is a
continuous process to adjust productivity and capacity with profita-bility.

The total value of gross block in fixed assets is the sum

total value of conversions of current funds in different marginal
periods, and the net value of fixed asset is the residual balance

ot

it after providing depreciation.
The fixed asset index reflect the proportionate share
of fixed

as~ets

(FA) 1n the total asset (TA) structure and is shown

as below:

FA

¥l,

;

FA
FA+ CA

=

FA
1 +

jt"

= FAXA

(b~&ivid-1-ng the denominator by FA)

(a Batio),

This index provides a basis for ascertaining the size
and capacity of the firm, as well as stands as a barometer of creditworthiness.

In the determination of value of index the role of CA

is of prime ililportance,

The usual conversion of CA into FA without

affecting its own density in the total asset structure is highly
desirable.

The FA in Terai tea is a continuouslY decreasing one

save that of its sudden jump 1n the last year of our studY,

The

rate of decrease was checked to a large extent in the later half
of 1979-SOo

The rate of declining trend can be observed from the

•
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following equation which has largely been influenced by the jump in

value in 1981.
FKCA = 0,4141 .;; 0.0051 t;
(Standard error or the estimate 0.0176 ),
The equation discloses that,
(1) not more than 0.4141 or TA have been used in

(11) the FA is gradually declining. The decline in
the proportionate share o:t FA is primarily because of liquidation through depreciation that brought down the book value
of the gross block (GB) when renewal, renovation and modernization are more or less non..;·exl.stent, The NP.f.l. (Table..;II.l)
adduces evidence to this. The resUltant effeCt is the loss
o:t credit worthiness from long term sources. However, the
reducing share of fixed assets minimises the risk of non..'
liquidity because:

•
••

TA

=

FA +

CA

1

=

FA

+

CA

=

H+

Tl

l

-

TA

FA =

Tl

CA

fi

Now, by substituting the value (mean) o:t F KCA, we get,
1

.,· 0.4141
0.5859

The resUlt or the equation leads us to conclude that
current zone is becoming more liquid to which contribution of FA
through its transformed value by ;ray of depreciation plays an impor-'
tant role.

How:ver, sue h improvement in current zone retards the
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capacity of fixed assets.

Such reversion of funds from fiXI!d zone to

current zone is not desirable at all.
!::Il®D

!)SSETS TURNOVER.

Capital formation is product of saving-income and out-;

An improved productivity of assets increases

put-capital ratios.

the rate of capital formation wl1en saving-income ratio is assumed to
be constant.

The function of fixed assets is to improve the prodUC-

tivity rather than improving the revenue of the industry.

When

marginal revenue drops below the marginal cost of production there
becomes the risk of recovering costs - both fixed and variable.

But

the fixed costs evolving from fixed assets are, by and large, constant
irrespective of the volume of sales revenues which is subject to the
revenue of the marginal unit.

However, whether the fixed cost

component could be recovered is ge11erally judged from the fixed
assets turncve:r.
The scale of production can be determined from the size.
of investments in fixed assets.

The larger the size of investment

in fixed assets, other things remaining constant, the larger the

volume of production.

Therefore, the volume of production is the

function of net block.

ilith the assumption that goods produced is

sold, it can be established that.cost of goods sold (CGS) is the
function of net block (NB).
CGS

=

Therefore, the linkage can be shown as:
CGSNB ; (a ratio)

= (Asset Turnover Ratio)
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:Chis rat1'0 shows the direction of potential productivity
of investment in fixed assets, and, thereby, the way in which the firm
is heading.

It clearly

~eals

how liiUCh fixed assets are necessary

for a rupee of sales indicating that . . . fixed assets are either
(3)

4

working at their maxilllum or optimum productivity or not.

11

Thus the

ratio discloses the soundness of investment policy and latter in turn,
provide hints concerning the capacity to recover fixed charges.

The

high the turn-over of fixed assets the lower the Bresk...Even-Point
(BEe but a high turnover enjoined with the fall in fixed assets pri-

marily denotes its over utilization.
The turnover rates of Xerai tea industry (Table-III~2) is
low.

The prime factor responsible for such low turnover (mean" 2.0234)

is the 'land, cultivation end building' that hold 69.09 per cent of
total investment in fixed bloCk.

Despite this low turn over, tha fi:x.ed

assets in a labour intensive industry like tea cannot be tl6rm.ed as
unyielding as the trend of turnover rate depicts an increasing function
of time at 13·tper cent per annum.
OOSIIB • 2.0224

+ o.).;380 t;

The gradual increase in tb.e turn over indicates that variations in output have been comparatively favourable than tb.e fixed
assets when both were growing.

But the growth of output in terms of

costs of goods sold (CGS) (3.1JS times; 1118an 68.86) surpasses tb.at Gr
the growth of !Ill (l-9203 times; mean 32.98) during tbe period under
review; the increasing productivity of HB renects tbe increasing CG8
wb.ich is mainl.7 due to increasing cost or ractoral inputs.

Hence, it

is very difficult to appreciate the increasing productivity or

zm.
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Bales directlY .rrect tile asset structure or tile 1'1ra
via COIQIOnents or CA.

Because or tile comparative d:l.rtereliiPa

between costs or long-'term and short-term fund,' an optilaum

rr-

work

or fund allocation between FA and CA is a necessary condition to
m1n1mtse tile obligations to service the capital funds tor total asset
structure necessary for a given volume or sales.

This allocation, is

possible through 1Break-'Even 1 approach transformed into Assets-Volume
-'Sales concept and. can be applied to this industry to- ascertain over
investment or under-'investment.

Matnemat1call;y this can be devised

as below•TA

= FA+ CA

or

I

= ft+~

or

NS

H (NS) + ft (NS)

=

C"Tile

right llsnd side or equation sig-·
n11'1es tile proportionate share of FA.
and CA. in a given volume or sales (lfS)::/

Let FA/'J!A. = ra, and CA = ca
.'.

NS = fa (NS)

lfi

+ ca (-NS)

= 1'a (NS)

or

li3 (l - ~

or

m = ra (NS) f.

l

Ll- c~NB)

= ra (113) [
=

u

'n

TA =FA

lJ§ ~

-11

J
·]

{IfS)

J

e
[ l -lrs J

(Nsj'

1
((lVNfs(j{ji}

(Putting the values o1' ra and cl;l).
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: • Break even point of Capital (BEPc)

=

(NS)

CA
!he analysis indicates that:

= Over-investment,

when,

= Under-investment,
!he l'erai tea indUstry discloses over investment (!ableIII,3) in the sense that NS does not commensurate with !let block.

!o

remove the imbalance, i.e, to have an equilibrium, the indUstry bas to
increase investment in assets(EXHIBIT •· III),
!ABLE-'

Ratio

Year

I

values

xn.a
of !AIBEPc

I

Ratio values

Year

1974

J..2460

1978

1975

1.3706

1979

Oo8478

1976

1.1745

1980

0.9855

1977

J.,32Q3

J.98J.

J.,5978

Ratio values
l.U15

FIYRil CAPI!.Aie UJ:ILIZA'r!O!I.
Long term funds are generally meant for creating fixed
assets.

!he proprietary fund initiates the formation of FA and later

on deb:!: capital augments the increase of the size of FA.

So the

charges of long-term funds are required to be met out of the produo-'
t1vity of FA. with the addition of long-term debt Capital, the
ownership charges diminish.

But a disproportionate J.ong-term debt
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creates risk of insolvency.

This relationship between 'owner's

equity• and net block is deemed to be of functional one where the
former is the cause and latter is tne effect.

This can be

visu~

Used from the following equationa

-§ = NllNW

; (a Ratio)

The equation can be transformed into as follows:

=
=
=
=
=

NB

'!lii1
NB

E<iuitY:
NB
EquitY'
NB

'ElqUity
jjjl

EqUity

l!ll
=JSJ.uity

-

+ NB
Equl£y

NB

EqUity

-(&w- ;>
-

NB

!

-

NW
NB • Egui tz
Equity • NW

NB ~ NW -

Ewui~ A

Squity • NW

I

~lii!2£D:il

•

EqUity

The ratio and its ccmponent show the degree of utllization of proprietary funds and the nature of financing in fixed
assets.

If NBNW) 1, it indicates the use of debt capital til a

greater extent in financing FA.

A high ratio enjoins higher

depreciation, higher maintenance costs, higher debt servicing costs
and ,thereby, creates pressure situation as Ul these relate to
current zone (liabllities).

Likewise, i f NBNW<l, "the networth

is more liquid and the o;rner• s capital is then more e!fective as
(4)

creditor's liquidating protection"

and thus provides a desirable
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As

elasticity in liquidity and shields in depression periods.

depreciation is positively correlated with FA, the ratio confirms
the managerial effort to have utilization of capacity.
For our sample units in Terai tea, the trend of NBNW
can be observed from the equation depicted below:
NBNw

= 1.0659 - o.3l35 t;

The Terai taa industry is heavUy dependent on debt-capital fer
financing its FA ( NBNW

>l

).

"This is an undesirable condition
(5)

which indicates the need for additional equity

capital~

bftt

within tb.e period under review no firm b.as expanded its equity base
with new issues.

Even the permanent working capital b.as been

sustained by borrowing.
annually from its mean

The ratio is decreasing o.3l35 times
valu~

of 1.0659.

Funds saved by the way of

depreciation is insufficient to meet even the repair and mainte-·
nance cost causing NW to dearease by degrees.
wretched condition of NPNW (Page -l!-~)

Besides, !;be

which is negative Cmean

value~ o.4906;with a negative slope of time regression (-0.0983)~

bears, by and large, a perfect negative correlation with time,
depletes tb.e size of ll'vl to tb.e narrowest possible extent.

Thus,

the increase in tb.e size of IIW is because of debt financing and tb.e
question of modernisation becomes a distant hope for want of re-

sources.

§

OPERATING FUI'ID RATIO.
Net operating, fund provides a measure of tb.e profita-

bllity of fixed assets.

Tb.e profit is the resultant effect of
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productivity and depreciation is the measure of fixed assets liquidated into current assets through production cycle.

The"excess of

sales over the expenses that require outflows of funds is called the
(6)

net funds provided by operationsU

It is usually a major source
(7)

of funds generated through annual profits at1.d depreciation.

The

equation to measure the profitability of fixed assets can be depicted
in the following form:

=

.!2!'
NB

Sales Revenm - Q.ost of Goods sold + pepreciation.
Gross Block -' Depreciation

= l'!tt inc Ollie

b~J;pre ~

+ ptpreciaUon
GB ..:: · preeiation

= liiBT

+ d, tGD)
I!B - d (GB)

,: FBT

1

(d

(Nlll"al.)

= rate of depreciation)

+It GB)(GB)

GB ..;• d

Now, considering tax element with NIBT
+ do
· a~liiBf)
(1 ..: d)

we get,

{J.-tl

=

P~

+

(GB)

De~reqiation

Net lock

It could be observed (Table..:III.2) that during first four
years (1974-77) NOFNB (mean values o.2028) swingei between 0.2134 to
0.2717 with one sharp fall (197S) to o.0933.

For the rest four years

(1978-1981) it l>urned into a negative one with mean value of
-0.1486.

The regression slope with respect to time finally stands

as a negative one decreasing -7.S3 per cent annually !rom,.,.ean
value of o.027l for tne period under review whicn can be observed
from the following equation!
NOFNB

=0.0271

~

Oo0753 t;
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3:he rill

and fall in NOFNB is uneven.

during 1978-81 signifies very poor net trading

3:he sharp fall

outc~e

as the mar-

ginal tax rate and the rate of depreciation remained more or less
constant.

3:he very low value of the ratio clearly indicates the long

pay back period of FA.

FUnds employed in FA. failed to generate

sufficient flows of net operating fund for the liquidity of industry
which was of much necessity as the risk of technical insolvency and,
thereby, the legal insolvency of industry was very

~

high.

Free-'

zing of funds in FA. had not only reduced the profitability but also
the liquidity of funds.
3:o have a clear view of the tendencies in FA., a studY
of FATA., NBNl<,CGSNB and the NOFNB clearly reveal that NOFNB and
CGSNB move diametrically opposite to each other.

(The former

incre~
''"7.

ses 0.1.380 times annually but the latter decreases by -0.0753 times
annually).

This implies improper relationship between the flow of

net operating fund and the cost of goods sold.

Again, !>'AT A. and

CGSliB moves in the opposite dil'ection and, therefore, attests evi-

dence for the proper utilization of FA.

The density of NBNW does

not reveal its inclination towards NOFNB (the negative value of the
regression co-efficient of HBlN is clearly attributable to its only
extreme negative value (1981) which is not due to NB but for the
negative NW disclosing !lbe effect of net operational results
ferred to the equity base.

trans-~

This clearly speaks of inefficient menage

..:ment of funds and their investment.

The policies of managing and

controlling the available resources appear to have been far 8)1ay
from the financial prudency.

The

no~eash

1'1011 charges like

depreciation etc. have not been properly and fairlY applied because
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of •··absence of any policy.

Fixed assets are items not readily convertible into cash
in the hormal operations of a firm.

They are not liquidated in the

orderly operations of the firm except as depreciation that is added
to the cost of goods sOld.

Patton and Littleton explained their

synthesis that "A unit of plant is a 'store' of service capacity,
and the service is rendered in terms of the entire active history
of the unit.

••• These •assets' are in fact 'revenue charges in

suspense 1 awaiting some future matching with revenue as costs or
(8)

expenses".

"In any investment the intention is to preserve the

initial principal (fund) placed at the risk while realizing maximum
(9)

return from its use."

Firms aim at recovering out of current

revenue the amount of investment in fixed assets consU!Il!ld in the
process of generating the revenue and having a sufficient residual
income.
"It matters not whe-ther the income is realized in period
(lO)

or lump sum payment, the objective is the same".

The reason is

that, by being a non-cash charge against operating income in determining net profit, the depreciation (i.e. value of expired utility
or loss of usefUllness) allowance has had the effect of keeping
liquid resources in the business which might otherwise have been
distributed in the form of profits.

This conversion of FA to CA is

referred to as depreciation charge as source of funds.
Of the various permissible methods of depreciation,· the

Tea industry has accepted the 'diminishing balance method; where

rate or depreciation being constant, tbe 11110\ll:lt or depreeiatillll goes
on d1ain1sbing and 1 thus, is in line Witb tbe capacity of assets.
Therefore, from tbe view point or fund generat1011 1 the conversion or
fund of FA via tb.e mecbeniSIII of depreciation to CA, also goes on
dimin1sb.ing.

Tbe adequacy of depreciation cllarge on FA can be 3udgad
fr0111 tile below el.osel7-associated-variables of tbe depreciation, i.e,,
Net Sales (NS) 1 Bet mock (NB) and Gross mock (GB).

To asses tbe

adequacy of depreciation for Terai tea industry, ratios for depreciation to net sale (DPNS), depreciation to net block (DPNB) and depreciation reserve to gross block (DRGB) have been worked out and given
belowr
'UilLB

~

UI.4

papreciat1pn Batios
Year

I

I

DPNB

11174

0.0215

0.0487

Oo0254

0.4800

1975

0.0241-

0.0505

0.!!653

Oo4750

1976

0.o2:so.0245

0,0575

0.0309

o·,4629

1977

0.0271

Oo0750

Oo0420

Oo4404

1978

o.ceos

Oo0738

0.0415

0.4358

1979

0.0302

o.0644

0.0376

0.4158

1980

0.0227

0.0569

0.0321

0.4351

1981

0.0204

o.osss

0.3190

0.4353

•

DPGB

I

DPI{S

DBGB

Depreciation is a fUIIIltion or use, misuse, maintenance
and obsolescence,

Tbe last one may be occaisioned b)' improved pro-

-duction methods or by such other external causes as changes in deiiUIIld,
and in legislation or regUlation leading to reduction of future production.~

Hence, equitable distribution of cost and proper recovery

of fund invested in FA is a necessary condition for the survival and
thereby, the growth of firm.
The ratio of depreciation (DP) to net sales (.liS) discloses
amount of depreciation necessary for per-rupee of net sales.

The

distribution is positively skewed with a co4fficient of + 0.8279.
The co-'efficient of variation comes to o.l419 and trend value
indicates that:
Dms = o.o25l + o.ooo1 t;
(Standard error of the estimate = .003)
The reverse trend of DPNS in the latter period have
checked the growth rate.
dissociation of DP with NS.

This opposite tendency is due to the
AgaUL, the very small mean value is

very much indicative of a vary small share of sales that hive been
set aside for the recovery of long term productive assets.
As DPl'IB renects the gross rate of depreciation on all

assets, the ratio Or total depreciation to gross block (DPGB) with
co-'etficient of variation of Ool'l'tiO, maintaining a very high positive
correlation with DP.lfB renects the existence of uniform rate of
depreciation.

The depreciation rate of Terai tea on plants and

machinery, is uniform all elong, and, more or leBS, similar nature
could be observed on other assets.

The low co-'llfficient of varia..l

tions in both the DPNB and the DPGB adduces evidence to more or less
uniform rate of depreciation, both in relation to the time and the

100
11D1t.
the Depreoia t1on reserve is the acc'WIIuJ.ated f'uDd rec o-'
vered out of operational acti'Vities for replacement.

.1. high OOGB

is tb.us, indicative of a sound management of funds for productive
assets.

though more or less a Ullit'orm pattern of DPGB coUld be

observed that swings in between 0.4157 to 0.4800 with a mean value
of 0.4475, yet,' considering the provision of only 5 per cent of gross
block as scrap vslue is terms of the Companies Act 1956, this ratio
can hardly cover about 50 per cent of the capital fund in productive
assets.

And hence it seems that DR is not a sufficient one for the

long-term growth and survival of the concerned firms.

As there is

clam.our 'for the modernisation of the tea industry because of old and
obsolete plants and macllinery and other accessories tb.at is telling
upon the productivity as well as quaJ.ttative aspects of Terai tea
output, the management initiative is a necessary condition to come
over this lag through redesigning of their existing plans and
progr IJ!lllle s.
The above study of management of FA reveal·s tb.at funds
locked up in FA have not been rightly turned into C.l. as is required and, thereby, it is affecting the liquidity itself.

Besides, the

Terai tea shows a sign of over capitalization wllich is also telling
on profitability and productivity of invested funds.

The dispropor-

tionate investment between fixed and currant zone created

disecon~ics

and, thus decisions regarding the allocation and use of funds in FA

need a second thought by the mQ03gement.

•••••••••••••••
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